As one of the nation’s leading providers of medical professional liability insurance, a policy with NORCAL Mutual combines hometown benefit with national expertise.

- Dedicated Rhode Island office with claims and risk experts available for on-site visits and CME offerings
- New, enhanced policy featuring increased limits for administrative defense and cyber liability
- Peace of mind from being insured by an A.M. Best “A” (Excellent) rated company, a distinction NORCAL Mutual has maintained for over 30 consecutive years
- Acclaimed risk prevention and claims handling services with 24/7 urgent live phone support

Learn how NORCAL Mutual is committed to protecting RI physicians right here, right now and for years to come.

Visit RI.NORCALMUTUAL.COM or call 401.824.7550
We are read everywhere

**DINOSAUR PROVINCIAL PARK, ALBERTA**

*Marianne Migliori*, RIMJ graphic designer, pauses at the bone bed of a 75 million-year-old Centrosaurus believed to have drowned with hundreds of other members its herd in a tropical storm surge. The fossils lie at the floor of the Red Deer River valley, in a restricted area of Dinosaur Provincial Park, once the location of a sea shore in the late Cretaceous period.

**DRUMHELLER, ALBERTA**

The World’s Largest Dinosaur, with its jumbo iPhone, stands guard outside the Drumheller visitor center in the Canadian badlands. This 85-foot tall T-Rex would dwarf the real thing (Marianne Migliori sits on its toe). Drumheller is home of the Royal Tyrrell Museum, the largest museum in the world devoted exclusively to paleontology, and with the greatest number of mounted dinosaur skeletons on display.

**BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS**

*Sarah Stevens*, RIMS Office Manager, visited her distant relatives at the Franklin Park Zoo. Critically endangered in the wild, seven Western Lowland gorillas reside here. The Franklin Park Zoo is an active participant in the Gorilla Species Survival Plan. The sculpture of “Kiki and Kimani”, by sculptor Janice Corkin Rudolf, was unveiled May 5, 2007 and was the final touch to the renovated indoor gorilla exhibit.

Wherever your travels take you, be sure to check the latest edition of RIMJ on your mobile device and send us a photo: mkorr@rimed.org.